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1. It is Inspire’s view that cryptocurrency does not violate biblically responsible
investing standards and does not necessarily present a moral dilemma
for investors who choose to participate in that market, although there are
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Cryptocurrency is a complex marketplace and has become an increasingly 
common topic asked about by clients. Given the lack of established industry 
guidelines and regulations on this particular asset class, the following talking 
points and BEST Practices are provided to encourage and guide a consistent 
message from Inspire Advisors to their clients and the general public.

BEST Practice
Inspire Advisors are encouraged to provide education to their clients who have 
questions on the cryptocurrency market, as we are uniquely positioned to provide 
wise, biblical guidance on a very complicated and risk-laden asset class. 
However, due to the below-mentioned risks and liabilities, Inspire Advisors may 
not make recommendations to purchase cryptocurrency as the risks to clients and 
the firm are simply too great at the present time. Nevertheless, advisors may still 
facilitate unsolicited trade requests from clients for cryptocurrency assets. 
Additionally, advisors should be sensitive to investors who may have issues of 
conscience surrounding an investment in cryptocurrency and should also avoid 
any statements that would suggest Inspire believes cryptocurrency to be inherently 
immoral.
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murky aspects of the cryptocurrency industry that some investors may find 
objectionable.

2. At the time of this writing, cryptocurrency remains vastly unregulated with 
distinct risks related to fraud, market manipulation, price destabilization,
and other serious risks to investors. Additionally, the Securities and Exchange 
Commission has provided guidance that cryptocurrency investors who access 
the crypto market through any one of the numerous crypto trading platforms 
are at risk of complete and total loss of value should that platform file 
bankruptcy. The SEC has indicated that in such an event investors’ accounts 
would be considered assets of the bankrupt corporation and the investors 
would be treated as general creditors in the bankruptcy proceeding. Given the 
fragile capital structures and junk credit rating of crypto platforms, this is a 
serious risk about which investors should be aware.

3. Cryptocurrency-based mutual funds and ETFs are not immune to the risks 
above and, in fact, introduce new and additional risks beyond the general 
crypto risk, As the regulatory environment is rapidly evolving and shifting and 
present the possibility of unforeseen closures or other problems with funds that 
are found to be out of compliance when a new regulation is presented. Funds 
that provide access to the cryptocurrency market through futures contracts add 
risks and complexity associated with other futures contracts funds, which are 
not broadly understood by most investors and presents suitability concerns for 
investors who do not fully comprehend those risks. Crypto funds also are at risk 
of rapid liquidity freezes if the underlying crypto assets run into problems. As 
has been the case with some of the largest and previously thought “safest” 
crypto platforms, including so-called “stable coins,” where the highly complex 
structure of various platforms has broken, resulting in investors losing the ability 
to pull their funds out in concert with massive wipeouts of capital.

4. Cryptocurrency has proven to be an extremely volatile asset class with a lot of 
marketing hype, resulting in many investors chasing the allure of getting rich 
quick through an investment in cryptocurrency. Such greed-driven investor 
behavior and motivation is dangerous, both financially and spiritually, and 
advisors do well to provide sage counterbalance to investors caught in the froth 
of crypto marketing hype.




